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Origin of the Louisville Ridge and Its Relationship
to the Eltanin Fracture Zone System
A. B. WATTS 1 AND J. K. WEISSEL
Lamont-Doherty GeologicalObservatory,Palisades,New York
R. A. DUNCAN

College of Oceanography,OregonState University,Corvallis
R. L. LARSON

GraduateSchoolof Oceano•traphy,
Universityof RhodeIsland, Kin•tston

We have combinedshipboardand Seasataltimeter derived data in an intergratedgeologicaland
geophysicalstudy of the Louisville Ridge; a 3500-km-longseamountchain extendingfrom the Tonga
trench to the Eltanin Fracture Zone. A break in the smoothtrend of the ridge at latitude 37.5øShas been
recognizedin both bathymetricand altimetricdata. The '•øAr-39Ardatingof rocksdredgedeithersideof
the break suggestthat it is analogousto the bendin the Hawaiian-Emperorseamountchain.Although
the generaltrend of the ridge can be fit by small circlesabout Pacific absolutemotion polesdetermined
from other seamountchains,the new bathymetric and age data allow us to refine Pacific absolutemotion
poles. The continuity in smooth trend of the ridge and the Eltanin Fracture Zone suggestssome
relationship between them. However, a major offset developedon this transform between 60 and 80 Ma,
prior to the oldest dated rocks from the ridge. Although magmatismwas more or lesscontinuouson the
ridge during 28-60 Ma, it probably occurredon crustwith little or no offset.Thus magmatismappears
to have been little influenced by the developing fracture zone. By 28 Ma, the distance between the
magmaticsourceand the fracture zone had decreasedsufficientlyfor a portion of the ridge to have been
emplacedon crust with an offset.After about 12 Ma, however,volcanicactivity on the LouisvilleRidge
apparently waned, despitea possibleinfluenceon the magmatism of the fracture zone.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Louisville Ridge (Plate 1)is a prominent bathymetric
feature in the southwestPacific Ocean basin. (Plate 1 can be
found in the separatecolor sectionin this issue.)The ridge is
approximately 3500 km long and representsa volcanic lineament comprisinga number of short ridges, isolated peaks,
and flat-topped seamounts[e.g., Mammerickx et al., 1974].
The ridge rises 3-4 km above the average depth of the seafloor. The ridge is aseismic,but apparently where it intersects
at the Tonga-Kermadec trench it influencesthe pattern of
regionalseismicity[e.g., Giardiniand Woodhouse,1986].
Hayes and Ewing [1971] suggested
that the LouisvilleRidge
was an extensionof the Eltanin Fracture Zone system.They
showedthat the ridgeliescloseto a great circleconnectingthe
Tonga-Kermadec

trench with the Eltanin

Fracture Zone.

Hayes and Ewing [1971] argued that a break in the trend of
the ridge at 40øS,166øWreflectedthe changein orientationof
seafloorspreadingin the Pacific Ocean basin prior to forma-

tion of anomaly 32. They implied that the LouisvilleRidge
was a fracture zone ridge and that it was Late Cretaceous or
greater in age.

A similar view for the origin of the Louisville Ridge was
held by Larson and Chase[1972]. They suggested,however,
that the Eltanin Fracture Zone systemextendedfarther north
•Also at Departmentof GeologicalSciences,
ColumbiaUniversity,
New

York.

and that it terminated on a ridge and trough feature at the
western edge of the Phoenix lineations in the central Pacific
basin. Larson and Chase [1972] showed that the Louisville
Ridge, the Phoenix ridge and trough, and the Eltanin Fracture
Zone system could all fit a small circle about a pole of rotation similar to that inferred by Hayes and Ewing [1971].
Clague and darrard [1973] pointed out that the smooth
trend of the Louisville Ridge is approximately copolar with
the Emperor and Hawaiian seamounts chains. The Emperor
seamounts had been shown in previous studies [e.g., Clague
and Dalrymple, 1975] to have formed by motion of the Pacific

plate over the Hawaiian hot spot. Clague and darrard [1973]
proposed that the Louisville Ridge was similar in age to the
Emperor seamounts (42-70 Ma) and that it also formed by
motion of the Pacific plate over a hot spot. Implicit in this
suggestionis that during this time, the Louisville and Hawaiian hot spots remained fixed with respect to each other.
In a subsequentdiscussion,Molnar et al. [1975] pointed out
that the topography of the ridge more closely resembledthat
of a linear seamount chain than a fracture zone. They also
argued that sinceAustralia and Antarctica separatedat anomaly 34 time [Christoffel and Falconer, 1972], it was unlikely
that

the Eltanin

Fracture

Zone

extended

into

oceanic

crust

that formed at the Pacific/Antarctica plate boundary since
then. Thus, in the view of Molnar et al. [1975], the Louisville
Ridge formed by processessimilar to those that control the
evolution of other linear seamount chains in the Pacific, such

as the Hawaiian-Emperor chain.
Epp [1978] reviewed the age data along the HawaiianEmperor seamount chain and the bathymetric trends of indi-
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TABLE 1. Principal Sourcesof Data
Institution

Ship

Lamont-Doherty GeologicalObservatory
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA)
Deep Sea Drilling Project
Institute of Oceanology
(Moscow, USSR)
Hawaii Institute of Geophysics

Kana

Defense Scientific Establishment

Tui

(Auckland New Zealand)
Hydrographic Office of the Royal
New Zealand Navy
Scripps Institution of
Oceanography

ocean sounding charts
(multiple ships)
Washington

Verna, Conrad, Eltanin
Oceanographer

Glomar Challenger
Vityaz
Keoki

navigation. Prior to 1967, the shipboard data were collected
with celestialnavigation. Since 1967, the U.S. Navy's satellite
navigation system (TRANSIT) has been utilized. It is difficult
to assessthe positional accuracyduring the various shipboard
surveys. It seems probable, however, that cruises which utilized satellite navigation should be accurate to about 0.1
nautical

mile.

Bathymetry measurements were obtained with precision
depth recorders(PDR). Typically, the bathymetry is sampled
every 6 min, corresponding to distances between individual
data points of about 2 km. In regions of high relief, however,
the bathymetry is often sampledmore frequently.
The gravity measurementswere obtained with different instruments. The measurementsobtained by LDGO, the Institute of Oceanology and SIO (since 1977) utilized a GrafAskania Gss-2 sea gravimeter mounted on a gyrostabilized
platform, while the measurementsobtained by NOAA, Hawaii
Institute of Geophysics,and SIO (prior to 1977) utilized the
Lacosteair-sea gravimetermounted either in gimbals(prior to
1965) or on a gyrostabilizedplatform (since 1965). Studies of
the discrepancyof gravity anomalies at intersectionof ship
tracks in the region [Davey and Watts, 1983] suggestthat the
gravity anomalies are accurate to about 5-10 mGal, depending on the type of navigation used.Typically, gravity anomaly
values are calculated at 10-min intervals, correspondingto
distancesbetween data points of about 3 km.
Magnetic measurements were obtained by using a direct
reading proton magnetometer towed behind a vessel. The
total magnetic field observationswere reduced to magnetic
anomalies using the International Geomagnetic Reference
Field (1971) as the background field.
The seismicreflection profiles were obtained with a singlechannel seismic streamer and an air gun sound source. Prior

that most of the seamount chains on the Pacific plate could be
attributed to a hot spot origin and that such a model could be
used to predict their ages.In the case of the Louisville Ridge,
Epp [1978] proposed that the break in trend at 40øS, 166øW,
first pointed out by Hayes and Ewing [1971], correspondedto
the Hawaiian-Emperor bend. Since the age of the latter bend
is reasonablywell known, Epp [1978] used the hot spot model
to predict ages along the Louisville Ridge. He proposed that
the Louisville Ridge north of the trend break (which he identified at 39.2øS, 167.5øW) was coeval with the Emperor seamounts (42-70 Ma), while the ridge to the south was similar in
age to the Hawaiian Ridge between Midway and the bend
(15-42 Ma).
Although the hot spot model has in the past been widely
applied to the Louisville Ridge, there are few age determinations along the ridge to corroborate it. The only previously to 1979, most of the cruises of LDGO vessels utilized a small
published age dates were those obtained by Ozima et al. sound source(20 cubic inches).The 1979 cruise of R/V Verna,
[1970], which they pointed out represent minimum ages for however,utilized a larger soundsource(2 x 466 cubic inches).
the northernmost part of the ridge. Another difficulty is that
The satellite data consist of measurements of the sea surface
the hot spot model does not explain the association of the height along individual satellite tracks of Seasat.A complete
Louisville Ridge either with the Eltanin Fracture Zone system description of the instrumentation is given by Born et al.
or the Phoenix lineations ridge and trough feature.
[-1982].The Seasatdata are representedby 1-s averagesof the
In this paper we presentthe resultsof an integrated geologi- sea surfacesheight, which correspondsto distancesbetween
cal and geophysical study of the Louisville Ridge and its re- individual data points of about 7 km. Corrections for instrulationship to the Eltanin Fracture Zone System. The study is ment and atmospheric effects were applied [Lorell et al.,
based mainly on data collected during shipboard geological 1980]. We did not correct the data for oceanographiceffects
and geophysicalsurveys of the region [Watts et al., 1985a; which typically contribute less than 1 m. Furthermore, no
Hawkins et al., 1985] and during NASA's Seasatmission.The attempt was made to reduce sea surface height discrepancies
overall objective of this paper is to use this new data set to at intersectingsubsatellitetracks.These discrepanciesare usuunderstand better the origin of the Louisville Ridge.
ally in the range _+1 m to _+2 m for one quarter of a revolu2.

DATA

This study is mainly based on geological and geophysical
data acquired by Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory
(LDGO) vesselR/V Verna during August and September 1979,
Scrippss Institution of Oceanography's (SIO) vessel M/V
Washingtonduring 1971 and 1985 and satellite radar altimeter
data obtained during NASA's Seasat mission in 1978. We
have also incorporated into the study shipboard data obtained
by other institutions during 1963-1980 (Table 1) and satellite
data obtained by NASA during the GEOS 3 missionin 1975.
The shipboard data consist of bathymetry, gravity, singlechannel seismicreflection profile and magnetic data along individual ship tracks, and dredge hauls at selected sites. The
shipboard data have been collected using different types of

tion of Seasat.Thus over the study area in which 800-km-long
profilesof altimeter data are used,theseeffectswill be negligible.

3.

LOUISVILLE

RIDGE

Bathymetry

Figure 1 shows a bathymetry map of the Louisville Ridge
between 25.5øS(intersectionof the ridge and Tonga trench)
and 44.0øS.The map, which is based on all available bathymetry data over the ridge, is contoured at 1-km intervals. The
Louisville Ridge consistsof ridge segments,isolated peaks,
and ridge segmentswith superimposedisolated peaks.In general, there is a progressionfrom ridge segmentsin the north-
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west to isolated peaks superimposed on ridge segments in the
southeast.

The smooth trend of the ridge is NNW-SSE with a trend
break at about 37.8øS. Individual ridge segments trend, however, up to a few tens of degrees from the smooth trend. Associated with these changes in trends are abrupt ridge offsets,
the most prominent of which occur at 29øS and 39øS.
The bathymetry map in Figure 1 differs in several important
respectsfrom existing charts of the Louisville Ridge. For example, Mammerickx et al. [1974] show the ridge as discontinuous between 41.4øS and 43.5øS, whereas Figure 1,
which is based on more data, shows the ridge as more or less
continuous. Furthermore, significant differencesbetween Mammerickx et al. [1974] and Figure 1 occur between 34øS and
37øS.

Figure 2 illustrates the variation in bathymetry along the
crest of the Louisville Ridge. The solid dots are minimum
depths along the ridge crest, as inferred from bathymetry data
in Figure 1. These values are supplemented by depths obtained by Soviet workers [Udintsev et al., 1963]. The open
squares are mean depths obtained from data along individual
profiles either side of the ridge. Figure 1 shows that the shallowest crestal and mean depths occur between latitude 36øS
and 42øS.(A minimum depth of 380 m is recorded at latitude
38.5øS).Figure 1 shows, however, that the difference between
the crestal and mean depth does not vary significantly along
the ridge. The ridge is a more or lesscontinuous feature which
rises 3-4 km above the mean depth of the adjacent ocean
floor.

I,,/t

The dashed line in Figure 2 indicates the expected depths
based on the age of the seafloor in the vicinity of the ridge.
North of about 34øS, mean depths along the ridge are of
expected values for their age. South of about 34øS, however,
mean depths are about 500 m shallower than expected.
The origin of the departures of observed from predicted
depths along the Louisville Ridge is not clear at present. The
unusually shallow bathymetry south of 34øSin Figure 2 correlates with a broad region of shallow depths mapped by Watts
et al. [1985b] between New Zealand and Tonga. The shallow
depths may be a result of variations in crustal thickness. Alternately, they represent one of the four ENE-WSW trending
"belts" of shallow depths in the Pacific Ocean basin older than
80 m.y. which McKenzie et al. [1980] have suggestedresult
from

some

form

of

small-scale

convection

in

the

Earth's

mantle.

SeismicReflection Profiles
Figure 3 shows the location of 12 seismic reflection profiles
obtained by R/V Vema and USNS Eltanin over the Louisville
Ridge (Table 2) during 1971-1979. The profiles illustrated in
Figure 4 show that the Pacific Ocean basin flanking the
Louisville Ridge is associated with a thin, acoustically "transparent" layer overlying a very strong reflector. A similar layer
was mapped by Ewin•t et al. [1968] over other parts of the
Pacific basin. They suggestedthis layer represented sediments
that had accumulated in the Pacific during the Cenozoic. The
strong reflector is generally irregular suggestingthat it represents or at least closely follows the upper surface of the oceanic crust. On some profiles in the vicinity of the ridge, however,
the reflector is smoother. In these regions it may represent
either a layer within the volcanoclastic infill adjacent to the
ridge or a volcanic layer contemporaneous in age with the
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ridge. The Louisville Ridge itself is associatedwith a very gravity anomaly highs southwestof the smooth trend of the
strong reflector and only on a few profilesis there any evi- ridge.Thesehighscorrelatewith a shallowingof the topogradenceof sedimenton the ridge flank or summit.
phy (A, B) and probably representtwo seamountswhich are
A detailedseismicreflectionprofile of the LouisvilleRidge isolatedfrom the ridge.
and its flanking region are shownin Figure 5. On this profile
the transparentlayer is associatedwith a two-way travel time Magnetic Anomaly Profiles
of about 0.2 s, suggestinga layer thicknessof about 100 m. A
maximum layer thicknessof 750 m is suggestedin the "moat"
flanking the southwestslope of the ridge. Underlying the
transparentlayer is a strongirregular reflectorwhich in places
protrudes through the seafloor. It is likely that this reflector
represents the top of the oceanic crust. We believe that the

smoothstrong reflector,which extendsbetweenstrong reflector peaks, represents either volcanoclastic material shed from

the ridgeor volcanicmaterial contemporaneous
in age to the

Figure 7 showsselectedmagnetic anomaly profiles over the
Louisville Ridge. The profiles show a variable pattern of
anomaliesthat range from -200 to +400 nT amplitude over
the ridge crest. Profiles 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 11 show a negative
anomaly over the ridge, while profiles 1, 5, 8, 9, 10, and 12
show a positiveanomaly. We interpret this variable pattern as
a resultof the formation of the ridge during alternatepolarity
periods of the Earth's magnetic field.

ridge.

Geoid

Free Air Gravity Anomaly and TopographyPro.files

As a result of NASA's GEOS 3 and Seasat missions,extensive coverage of geoid data now exists over the Louisville

Ridge and its vicinity. Marsh et al. [1984] compiled the
satellite-derivedgeoid data into a new map of the marine
geoid. Haxby et al. [1983] used gridded geoid slopes from
Seasat measurementsto compute a satellite-derivedgravity
map of the world's oceans.Plate 2 showsthesegravity anomaliesin the region of the Louisville Ridge.
We have found that a usefulway to illustrate geoid data for
on profiles 1 and 2.
tectonic studiesis as geoid anomaly and/or geoid slope proIn general,there is a strongcorrelationbetweenchangesin files along individual satellite tracks. Figure 8 shows26 selectfree air gravity anomalyand topographyalong the Louisville ed descendingsatellite crossingsof the Louisville Ridge from
Ridge. A notable exception occurs on the southwest end of Seasat.We chose these crossingsbecausethey are at high
profile 9 where the gravity anomaly is relativelylow over a anglesto the smooth trend of the ridge. Moreover, they extend
topographyhigh. On profiles4 and 5 there are two prominent over portions of the ridge where there are little or no surface

We show 12 free air gravity anomaly and topographyprofilesof the LouisvilleRidgein Figure 6. The ridgeis associated
with a large-amplitude gravity anomaly "high" of 50-180
mGal and flanking gravity anomaly "lows" of 10-20 mGal.
Typically,the width of the gravity anomalyhigh is 50-100 km.
The flanking lows are broader, reachingabout 200-km widths
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Fig. 3. Location map showing all available ship tracks along which bathymetry data were obtained. Tracks of the
New Zealand Defense ScientificEstablishmentand Royal Navy for which only limited digital data were available are
omitted from the map. The heavy lines locate projectedbathymetry,as well as free air gravity anomaly, profiles 1-12 in
Figure 6. The bathymetry is shown at 1000-fathomintervals and is based on the work by Chaseet al. [1971]. The heavy
dash-dot line locatesthe crestof the Louisville Ridge basedon Plate 1.

ship data. Figure 9 showsgeoid anomaliesalong each satellite
track. The geoid anomalies were computed by subtracting
Seasat-derivedgeoid heights from a GEM 10 geoid reference
field complete to degree and order 12. On repeat Seasat satellite tracks, only geoid anomalies along the first in the repeat
sequencehave been plotted. Figure 9 showsthat the Louisville

Ridge is associatedwith a prominent geoid high of 3-6 m
flanked by lows of 1-2 m. The widths of the high are 100-150
km. As was the case for the free air gravity anomaly, the
widths of the flanking lows exceedthose of the high by as
much as 100 km.

An important result shown in Figure 9 is that the Louisville
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TABLE 2.

Principal Facts of SeismicReflection and Projected Free Air Gravity Anomaly and
Bathymetry Profiles 1-12
Position of

Mean Values

Bathymetry

Projection Point

Along Profile

Along Profile

Latitude

Longitude

Cruise

øS

øE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

V3602
EL40
V3602
EL40
V3602
V3602
V3602

29.84
31.69
33.87
35.24
36.33
36.89
37.69

173.18
172.16
171.25
170.38
169.81
169.85
168.98

8
9

V3602
EL40
V3602
V3602
V3602

38.50
39.22
40.66
41.40
43.50

168.03
167.24
165.38
164.26
161.53

Profile

10
11
12

Free Air,

Minimum,

Maximum,

m

m

m

1.5
--10.1
3.0
4.1
4.2
-2.2
-6.8

5473
5642
5417
5060
4773
4809
4590

4168
3667
1549
2818
1994
955
1246

5904
6017
5874
5731
5612
5334
5071

11.6
18.4
14.7
1.2
- 1.0

4235
4547
4890
4815
4902

422
1194

5390
5663
5591
5487
5368

mGal

Ridge extends south of 43.5øS (the latitude of the intersection
of profile 12 with the smooth trend of the ridge) to at least
45.3øS. The character of the geoid anomaly on profile 26
(Figure 9), for example,closelyresemblesthat of profiles 19-21
over the central portion of the ridge. However, the geoid
anomaly on profiles 24 and 25 is more subdued and does not
resemble the seamount-type geoid anomaly seen elsewhere
along the ridge. Thus, while the ridge appears to continue
south of 43.5øS,it may not be as continuous as to the north.
4.

GEOCHRONOLOGY

Volcanic rocks have been dredged from a number of locations along the Louisville Ridge and from the isolated seamounts which lie along the southeasternextensionof the ridge
(see heavy arrows, Plate 2). Samples were collected by
Scripps'sSouth Tow expedition, by the more recent Scripps's
Marathon expedition and the Lamont-Doherty cruises described in this paper. Acknowledgement of the specificsource
of the samples is made in Table 3. Radiometric dating of this
unusually complete collection was undertaken to determine
the age relationship of the volcanism on the ridge to the underlying oceaniclithosphere.
The dredged rocks obtained during the Lamont-Doherty
cruises were obtained from the flanks of the ridge (Figure 4).
Sepcific locations of the Scripps's samples are described elsewhere [Lonsdale, this issue; Hawkins et al. [1987]. All samples
were

examined

in thin

sections

to assess their

textures

and

extent and type of alteration. Most of the rocks are holocrystalline alkalic basalts, containing olivine and often porphyritic pyroxene and plagioclase. One sample contained fresh pyroxene which could be separated for K-Ar dating. Some specimens are highly vesicular, while others are compact. Full petrological and geochemicalanalysis of the sampleswill be published elsewhere [Hawkins et al., 1987].
All samples exhibited some degree of low-temperature seawater alteration of mesostasisand phenocryststo green-brown
smectites, with calcite and zeolites filling veins and vesicles.
This alteration process generally involves diffusive loss of
argon from the primary igneous phases [Dalrymple and

Bathymetry,

897
792
837

Clague, 1976] and net addition of potassium to the rocks
during clay and zeolite formation [Scheidegger and Stakes,
1977' Honnorez, 1981-1.Both effectswill decreasethe measured
K-Ar age relative to the crystallization age. In contrast,

'*øAr-39Artotal fusion ages on sampleswith similar lowtemperature alteration give consistentand reliable estimatesof
crystallization age [Dalrytnple et al., 1981' Duncan, 1984'
O'Connor and Duncan, 1984].
Ozitna et al. [1970] have attempted to date volcanic rocks
dredged from Osbourn Seamount, at the extreme northwest
end of the ridge, using the conventional K-Ar method. The
reported ages in that study range from 30 to 36 Ma and are
consideredminimum estimatesof that seamount'sage in view
of the seawater

alteration

effects.

The measured'*øAr-39Artotal fusion ages(Table 3), however, are consistentand show a systematic distribution within
this volcanic province. Sample preparation, irradiation conditions, and analytical methods are the same as those described by Duncan [1982] and Dalrymple et al. [1981]. Generally high proportions of radiogenic argon were measured
which yielded precise calculated ages (1-2% uncertainties).
Replicate measurementson independent splits of three of the
samplesyielded nearly identical ages.
In Figure 10 we summarize the ages along the Louisville
Ridge. Figure 10 shows that there is a clear decrease in volcano age from northwest (66 68 Ma) to the southeast(0 Ma).
The age progression is, of course, similar to that of other
volcanic lineaments on the Pacific plate. In particular, dated
samples from the Hawaiian Ridge and Emperor Seamounts
show the same age range (Suiko Seamount, 65 Ma, to Hawaii).
Moreover, seamounts near the change in smooth trend of the
Louisville Ridge are dated at 44-46 Ma, which is very near the
estimatedage of the Hawaiian-Emperor bend,43 Ma [Dalrytnpie and Clague, 1976]. The fresh pyroxene separate from
V3602-4 yielded at K-Ar age of 43.9 q- 2.4 Ma, in good agree-

ment with the '*øAr-3øArwholerock age.The age data, then,
support a hot spot origin for the Louisville Ridge, as originally proposed by Clague and Jarrard [1973] and more recently suggested by Watts et al. [1985a], Hawkins et al.
[1985], and Lonsdale [this issue].
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Fig. 5. Detailedfreeair gravityanomalyand seismicreflectionprofilealongprofile11 whichcrosses
the LouisvilleRidge
in the vicinity of latitude 41.4øS(Valerie Guyot [-Chaseet al., 1972]).
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Fig. 7. Selectedmagneticanomaly profilesover the LouisvilleRidge.

5.

Oceanic

FLEXURE OF THE LITHOSPHERE

flexure studies have shown that the effective elastic

thicknessof the lithosphere, T e, is a strong function of its
thermal age at the time of loading [e.g., Watts et al., 1980].
Thus, by analyzing the relationship between free air gravity
and topography along single profiles,it is possibleto estimate
the tectonic setting of volcanic loads on the ocean floor.
In order to estimate the setting of the Louisville Ridge, we
analyzed the free air gravity anomaly and topography data in
Figure 6 using cross-spectraltechniques [e.g., Dorrnan and
Lewis, 1970]. Each profile was used to obtain independent
estimates of the cross spectrum and power spectrum. The
smoothed spectra were then used to compute the coherence,
phase of the admittance, and 1og•0 of the amplitude of the
admittance. Figure 11 shows that the coherenceis relatively

high (>50%) for 0.02 < k < 0.4 km-•, suggesting
that for
wavelengthsin the range of 12.5-314 km, most of the energy
in the gravity field is caused by the topography. For wavelengths greater than this range the coherencedecreasesbecause of isostasy,but for small wavelengthsit decreasesbecauseof navigational uncertaintiesand instrument noise.
Figure 12 shows a plot of the admittance for 0 < k < 0.18

km-• comparedto theoreticaladmittancesbasedon the flexure model of isostasy. In the model we assumed that the
Louisville Ridge represents a two-dimensional load on the
surfaceof a thin elasticplate. A summaryof all the parameters
assumedin the models is given in Table 4. An overall "best fit"
between observed

and calculated

admittance

was obtained

for

Te in the range 15-35 km.
Figure 13 shows that although observed admittance explainswell the overall relationshipbetweengravity and bathymetry along the Louisville Ridge, there are discrepanciesin
detail. In particular, residual gravity anomalies (observed
minus calculated anomalies) are low flanking the northern
portion of the ridge (e.g., north of 33.9øS)and high flanking
the southern portion (e.g., south of 45.3øS).Since the admittance can be consideredas a measure of the average flexural
properties of the lithosphere, variations in residual gravity
anomaliesmay thereforeindicate variationsin Te beneaththe
volacanic ridge.
In order to test this, we compared individual observedgravity anomaly profiles with calculated gravity profiles based on

differentvaluesof Te. The best fitting value of Tewas determined by minimizing the sums of the squares between ob-
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anddo
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servedand calculatedgravity anomalies.Figures 14 and 15
illustrate the best fit for profiles2 and 11 which traversethe

each profile of the ridge. Figure 16 shows that while it is

ridge at 31.7øSand 41.4øS,respectively.
Figures 14 and 15

rangeof 10-20 km over the northernpart of the ridge(open

difficulton someprofilesto estimate
(e.g.,3, 4, 11),Teis in the

showthatfor thenorthern
partof theridgethebestfittingTe circles)and25-45 km overthesouthernpart (solidcircles).
(in a least squaressense)is about 15 km, while for the south-

We caution, however, that the flexure model used to best fit

ern part of the ridgeit is about40 km. Thus Te appearsto
increasefrom the north to the southpart of the ridge.This is

the gravity anomaly data in Figures 12-16 assumesthat the

further substantiatedin Figure 16, which showsrms differencesbetweenobservedand calculatedanomaly valuesfor

ridge extendsinfinitelynormal to the profile (i.e., it is two
dimensional).
Thuswe assume
that the lengthof the ridgeis
much greater than its width. Unfortunately,the detailed
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completeto degreeand order 12.The profileshavebeenalignedwith respectto the geoidanomalyhigh,the peakvalueof
whichappearsto correlatewith the crestof the LouisvilleRidge.
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TABLE 3. The'•øAr-39Ar
Total FusionAgesof DredgedRocksFromtheLouisvilleRidge
Percent

Sample

Location

SOTW9-58-1

25ø31.8'S,175ø02.4'W

'•øAr/
36Ar

'•øAr/
39At

37Ar*/
'•øAr

Radiogenic
'•øAr

Age_ 1 a,
x 106 years

738.2

18.54

0.2201

60.0

65.9 _ 0.6

674.1

20.01

0.0876

56.2

66.6 ___0.6

SOTW9-52-1

27ø16.8'S,174ø12.6'W

439.9
488.4

39.62
35.70

0.0307
0.0573

32.8
38.3

66.7 +_ 1.4
70.1 _ 1.4

SOTW9-48-2

30ø06.0'S, 173ø15.0'W

515.8

27.91

0.2216

42.7

61.2 + 0.9

VM-5
VM-4
VM-3
Valerie Guyot

33ø56.7'S,171ø11.5'W
36ø57.0'S,169ø50.0'W
38ø19.5'S, 167ø43.7'W
41ø36.8'S,164ø12'W

356.6
636.0
838.3
504.2

54.39
14.50
29.79
14.77

0.1823
0.6625
0.4180
0.1069

17.1
53.5
63.9
41.4

53.4 _+2.6
44.6 _+0.5

527.0

13.08

0.4745

43.9

34.4 ___
0.6

387.8
318.7

8.76
11.55

0.4521
1.2195

23.8
7.3

12.5 _+0.4
0.5 ___
0.2

MTHN 6D-1
MTHN 7D-1

48ø12'S, 148ø48'W
50ø26'S,139ø09'W

45.5 + 0.5

36.6 ___
0.6

Samplesprovidedby J. Hawkins(SOTW 9-48, 52, 58; ValerieGuyot),A. B. Watts (VM-3, 4, 5), and P.
Lonsdale (MTHN 6D, 7D).

The 3?Aris correctedfor decaysinceirradiation.

bathymetry of the ridge either side of profiles 1-12 is so poorly
known that the length/width ratio •b cannot be estimated with
any certainty. Ribe [1982] has shown that there is a significant

Moreover, it does not include the new bathymetric data used
to compile the map in Figure 1.

Table 5 summarizesthe estimatesof Teobtained by Cazenave and Dominh [1984] and compares them to the estimates
(high •b)and three-dimensional(low •b)bathymetry, suggesting obtained in this study. Two setsof estimates are shown for the
that the differencesin Te inferredfrom Figure 16 may, in fact, Cazenaveand Dominh [1984] study: one based on the gridded
data set (three dimensional) and one based on individual proresult from variations in dimensionality along the ridge.
files of the ridge (two dimensional). A comparison with their
Figure 17 showscalculated gravity anomaly profiles over a
100-km-wide volcanic load based on different values of dimenestimatesshows good agreement for the northern part of the
sionality and Te. In Figure 17 a dimensionalityof c• corre- ridge. In particular, the T• estimatesof this study (10-20 km),
spondsto a two-dimensional"ridge," while a dimensionality which assume two dimensionality, agree with those of Cazeof 1:1 corresponds to a circular three-dimensional "seamount." A value of Te = 11 km correspondsto a feature
formed on or near a ridge crest,while Te = 40 km corresponds
to a feature formed off-ridge. The main result shown in Figure
Lou,sville Ridge
17 is that in the case of 100-km-wide surfaceloads the gravity
90-90
anomaly is a strongfunction of •b.
For purposes of discussion,we show in Figure 17, as a
-80
80dashedline, an observedgravity anomaly profile of the southern part of the ridge at latitude 41.4øS(profile 11, Figure 6).
-70
70Figure 17 showsthat while the observedgravity anomaly over
the ridge could be explainedby Te = 40 km, it could also be
-60
60explained by a lower value depending on dimensionality. In
%,.•VM-5
Age
ofunderlying
particular, if the ridge is "two dimensional," a high value is
-50
50preferred, but if it is composed of isolated circular seamounts,
x zVM-3
a low value of about 11 km would be preferred. Inspection of
-40
Figure 1 shows that the southern part of the ridge comprises
43Ms'bend
'
'•
x
•:Valerie
Guyat
isolated peaks superimposed on a more or less continuous
position '•
6,40+
006cm/yr
-30
30ridge.Thus Tefor profile 11 may be smallerthan that deduced
in Figure 15 assumingtwo dimensionality.In which case, T•
-20
20may not necessarilybe higher over the southern part of the
MTHN 6D-1
ridge than the northern part.
Cazenaveand Dominh [1984] recently estimated Te along
MTHN
7D-1•,,
the Louisville Ridge using a combined Seasat-derived geoid
0
0
4600
3oho
zobo
,6oo
o
and U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office [Van Wyckhouse,1973]
Distance from MTHN 7D-1 (km)
bathymetry data set, SYNBAPS. Their data are based on gridFig. 10. Plot of age versusdistancefrom the MTHN 7D-1 dredge
ded averages of geoid and bathymetry over the entire ridge
systemso that they incorporate dimensionality. The data set site, at the southeastextremity of the Louisville Ridge. The sourcesof
the data are summarized in Table 3. Also shown is a plot of estimated
they used,however, is based on a grid spacingof about 10 feet age of the underlying oceaniccrust based on the magnetic and anom(3 m) so that individual features in the geoid and bathymetry aly studiesof Molnar et al. [1975], Weisselet al. [1977], and this
with wavelengths less than 25 km will be poorly resolved. paper.
difference
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asFigure 17 shows,a high valueof Teis preferred.
We concludefrom Table 5 that while Teis uncertainfor the
southernpart of the ridge, T• is in the range 10-20 km at the
northern part of the ridge. This suggests,using the results of
Watts [1978], that the Louisville Ridge formed, at least in
part,in an off-ridgesetting.Assuming
that T• is determinedby
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the depth to the 450øC oceanicisotherm, the resultsin Table 5

indicatethat the northern part of the ridge formed on 12-55
Ma oceaniclithosphere.The tectonic settingof the southern
part of the ridge is unclear.Table 5 suggeststhat it is likely
that this part of the ridge also formed off-ridge.Whether the
southernpart of the ridgewas neareror fartherfrom the ridge
crest than the northern part at the time of its emplacement
cannot, however,be determinedfrom the presentlyavailable
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6.

ELTANIN

FRACTURE ZONE SYSTEM

Existing bathymetric charts [Mammerickx eta!., 1974]
showthat the smoothtrend of the LouisvilleRidgecontinues
into the Eltanin FractureZone system.This systemcomprises

Fig. I I. The coherence,the phasein degreesand the logto of the
admittance generatedfrom the free air gravity anomaly and bathymerry profiles in Figure 6. The shaded region box is shown in more

two major fracture zones,named [Molnar eta!., 1975; Weissel

detail in Figure 12.

eta!., 1977] after B.C. Heezenand M. Tharp. The Heezen

nave and Dominh [1984], which assumetwo dimensionality
(13-23 km). Inspection of Figure 1 shows that the northern
part of the ridge is more or lesscontinuousalong the strike of
the ridge, which may accountfor the agreement.The agreement is poor, however,betweenthe resultsof this study (27-42
km) and those of Cazenaveand Dominh [1984] for the southern part of the ridge (10-19 km). Figure 1 shows that the
southern part of the ridge consistsof isolated peaks superimposed on a more or less continuous "edifice." Cazenave and
Dominh [1984] used SYNBAPS, which shows that the southern part of the ridge comprisesa number of isolated peaks.

TABLE 4.

Summary of Parameters Assumedin Model
Calculations in Figure 12

Parameter

Value

Youngsmodulus
Averagedensityof topography
Averagedensityof crust
Averagedensityof mantle

1 x I0 •2 dyn cm-2
2.5 g cm-3
2.8 gcm- 3
3.4 gcm- 3

Poisson's ratio

0.25

Average thickness of oceanic

5.0 km

crust before flexure

Mean water depth

3.5 km
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Fig. 13. Differencegravity, "observed"free air gravity, filtered topography and "observed"topographyfor profile 3 of
the northern Louisville Ridge (latitude 33.9øS),profile 5 of the central portion (36.3øS),and profile 12 of the southern
portion (43.5øS).The observedgravity and bathymetry profiles correspondto the profiles in Figure 6 with their mean
value and trend removed.The mean valuesare indicatedto the right of each profile. The filtered topographyprofileswere
obtained by inverse Fourier transforming the product of the admittance (Figure 11) and Fourier transform of the
bathymetry.The differencegravity is the differencebetweenobservedgravity and filtered topographyand representsthat
part of the observedgravity that cannot be accountedfor by the admittancein Figure 11. The number to the right of the
difference gravity is the rms value in milliGals.

and Tharp fracture zones are recognizedin bathymetric and
magnetic data [Molnar et al., 1975] by offsets in the East
Pacific Rise crest, linear magnetic anomalies,and regionally
averaged bathymetric contours. The existence of the fracture
zones can also be inferred from geoid anomaly "steps"and
geoid slope (deflection of the vertical) peaks. On the basis of
all available bathymetric,magnetic,and geoid data the offset

across the system is in a right-lateral senseand is about 1000
km.

Molnar et al. [1975] mapped a more or less continuous
sequenceof magnetic anomalies in the vicinity of the Eltanin
Fracture Zone system,extending from the rise crest to anomaly 32 (72 Ma). They noted that at anomaly 26 time (60 Ma)
there was an abrupt change in spreading rate on the rise crest
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Profile

2

ridge. Anomalies 31 and 32, on the other hand, are clearly
offset across the Tharp and Heezen fracture zones, respec-

Free oir
,

Te=40km
+_ 13.8

tively.
The magnetic anomaly identifications in Figure 18 are verified in Figure 19 by using a magnetic anomaly "block" model.
Apparently, during anomaly 27 to 34 time, spreading rates
were about 7.0-9.0 cm/yr north of the Eltanin Fracture Zone

systemand about 4.0 cm/yr to the south. By about anomaly
27 time, however,the rates were similar at about 3.0 cm/yr.

•

Observed

One of the most important conclusions that can be drawn
from Figure 18 is that at anomaly 34 time (84 Ma), when New
Zealand broke away from Antarctica, there was essentiallyno
offset at the location where the Eltanin Fracture Zone system
was later to develop.This is clearly seenin Figure 20, which
shows that

,••

anomalies

33 and

34 can be identified

in each of

the three "compartments" adjacent to the Heezen and Tharp
fracture zones. Although some minor (< 100 km) offsets do
occur, there are no major offsetsthat could be attributed to a

Te
=15km

"•-"••

_+11.2

•...•_,.•

Te:
5km
_+ 13.4
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Grovityonomoly
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Fig. 14. "Observed"free air gravity and bathymetryprofile 2
comparedto theoreticalprofilesgenerated
for Te = 5, 15,and 40 km.
The number to the right of each theoreticalprofile is the rms difference between observed and calculated values. Note that the smallest

rmsvalueisfor Te = 15km.
Observed

from about 4.5 cm/yr prior to it to about 1.5-2.5 cm/yr after
it. Molnar et al. [1975] noted, in addition, that magnetic
anomaly trendsdifferedeither sideof the fracturezone system
(being more northerly in trend to the north than the south)
and that during present to anomaly 5 time and anomaly
31-21 time spreadingrates were somewhathigher to the north

•

_+6.8
Te
=40km

/--..'•

of the system than to the south.

Weissel et al. [1977] recognized anomaly 34 as the older
identifiable magnetic anomaly in the southwest Pacific and
were the first to document that spreadingrates were significantly different either side of the Eltanin Fracture Zone
system. They noted that during anomaly 30-34 time, rates
were up to a factor of 2 higher north of the fracture zone
system than to the south.

Neither Molnar et al. [1975] nor Weisselet al. [1977] were
able to identify magnetic anomalies older than anomaly 32
and 34, respectively.They concluded,therefore,that the age of
the crust underlying the Louisville Ridge was Cretaceous
based on extrapolation of spreading rates either side of the
Eltanin

Fracture

•',-,,j•

•,,,..,/'"• Te=15km
_+ 14.7

Topography
I

Km
?'3

Valerie

Guyot
0

Zone.

In order to understand better the relationship between the
Louisville Ridge and the Eltanin Fracture Zone, we examined
in more detail the tectonic fabric of the seafloorin the vicinity
of the intersection of these features. Figure 18 shows that
anomalies 33 and 34 continue almost uninterrupted acrossthe

o

IOO

I

I

Km

Mgal

L I00

Fig. 15. "Observed"free air gravity and bathymetryprofile 11
comparedto theoreticalprofilesgeneratedfor Te -- 15,40, and 75 km.
Symbolsand annotationsas in Figure 12.
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TABLE 5. Comparisonof Estimatesof TeDeterminedFrom Figure

ß South of 36.3øS

16 With Those of Cazenaveand Dominh [ 1984]

This Paper
(Figure 16)
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2b

mid-Cretaceous Eltanin Fracture Zone. Figure 20 shows that
the Louisville Ridge continues uninterrupted acrossthese lineations, crossingalmost orthogonally to their NE-SW trend.

4'o

Effective

Elostic

We conclude from these observations

Thickness

that the Eltanin

Frac-

ture Zone did not exist at anomaly 33-34 time, and therefore

Te(Km)
Fig. 16. Plot of rms difference between observed and calculated

gravity anomaly profilesagainst Te for profiles1-12 along the Louisville Ridge. Profiles 7 and 9 have not been plotted becausethey did
not show any well-developedminimum. Note that the northern por-

tion of the ridgeis assoclated
with generally
low Te values(10<
Te < 20 km), while the southernportion is associatedwith high values
(27.5 < Te < 42.5 km). This result, which is at variance with that of
Cazenat,e and Dominh [1984], is discussedmore fully in the text.

co

it is likely that a major portion of the Louisville Ridge did not
form on a preexistingfracture zone offset. We emphasizethat
the offset history of the Eltanin Fracture Zone can only be
documented back to anomaly 33-34 time, due to the 30 m.y.
magnetic Quiet Zone that precedesthese reversals.However,
the lack of a characteristic geoid "step" over seafloor older
than anomaly 33-34 (e.g., Figure 9) together with the lack of
offset at anomaly 33-34 time and subsequentoffset buildup

5:1 •

• 3:

5:1

311

bserv
,.,

40

26
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ø"
11

•

Effectiveelosticthickness,Te(Km)

Fig. 17. Theoreticalgravity anomaliesbasedon different dimensionalityand valuesof Te for a bathymetricfeature
with a cross section similar to that of profile 10 (Figure 6) of the Louisville Ridge. The dimensionality increasesfrom
1:1 (circular "seamount") for the lower profiles to oc (two dimensional "volcanic ridge") for the upper profiles. A
dimensionality of 3:1 corresponds,for example, to a feature which is approximately 3 times longer than it is wide. The
value of Te increasesin squareroot of Te unitsfrom right to left acrossthe figure.Observedfree air gravity anomalyprofile
10 is shown for comparison as a dashed line. The region between the diagonal lines shows best fits based on a comparison
of theoreticaland observedprofiles.The best fitting value of Te dependsstrongly on the dimensionalityof the feature: a
low value being preferred if the dimensionality is small (e.g., seamount) and a high value if the dimensionality is large (e.g.,
volcanic ridge).
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Fig. 18. Tectonic elementsmap of the Louisville Ridge and vicinity based on the shipboard- and satellite-derived

magneticand geoidanomalydata usedin this study.The magneticlineationidentificationsare basedon Figure 19, and
the trendsof the LouisvilleRidgeand Heezen,Tharp (Eltanin),and Udintsezfracturezonesare basedon Figure21.

argue against any significantoffset of the Eltanin prior to
anomaly 33-34 time.

It has beenshownin severalstudies[e.g., Watts et al., 1984;
Sandwell,1984] that seamount chains and fracture zone offsets

Figures 18 and 19 show that a major portion of the offset are associatedwith characteristicgeoid slope anomalies.In
across the Eltanin Fracture Zone system developed after particular,the crestsof seamountchainsare generallymarked
anomaly34 time,duringanomaly33-28 time.By anomaly28 by a nearly zero slope, while fracture zone offsetsare often
time, approximately750 km of the present-day1000 km of characterizedby prominent,nearly symmetric,peaksin geoid
right-lateraloffsethad accumulated
acrossthe system.Offset slope.On this basis,the geoidslopemap in Figure 21 can be
continuedto increaseafter anomaly28 time but at a greatly used to trace the extent of the Louisville Ridge and Eltanin
reduced rate.

An outstandingquestionis the relationshipof the Louisville
Ridge to the offset portion of the Eltanin Fracture Zone
system. On the basis of the magnetic data alone, it is not

possibleto examinethe extensionof the LouisvilleRidgeinto
the offsetwith any degreeof certainty(e.g.,Figure 20). Geoid

Fracture Zone system.

Figure 22 showsa detailed map of the geoid slopein the
vicinity of the Louisville Ridge/Eltanin Fracture Zone intersection.The characteristicgeoid slopesover seamountchains
and fracturezone offsetsare clearlyseenin the northwestand
southeastportionsof the map, respectively.The symbolsindi-

data derived from Seasataltimeter radar data allow, however,
the extension of the ridge into the fracture zone to be exam-

cate the location of the crest of the seamount chain and the

ined in more detail.

data.

bathymetricoffsetin the fracturezones,as inferredfrom geoid
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Fig. 19. Selectedmagneticanomalyprofilesin the vicinityof the LouisvilleRidgecomparedto computedprofilesß
The
observedprofileshave beenprojectedapproximatelynormal to the magneticlineation trend associatedwith the southwest

PacificMid-oceanicridgesystem.
The computedprofilesare basedon the geomagnetic
time scaleof Berggren
et al. [1985],
an assumeddepth to the upper surfaceof the magnetized layer of 5.25 km, a uniform magnetization of 0.01 emu, a

magneticlayer thicknessof 0.5 km, and the half-spreading
rate shown.The solidlinesschematically
indicatethe position
of the LouisvilleRidgeand Heezenand Tharp (Eltanin)fracturezones.The shadedregionsshowthe locationof rough
topography along individual ship tracks.
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Fig. 20. Detailedmap of magneticanomalyprofilesalongshiptracksin the vicinityof the southernportionof the
Louisville
RidgeandHeezenandTharp(Eltanin)fracturezones.Trendsof theLouisville
RidgeandHeezenandTharp
fracturezonesarebasedon Figure22. Note that theoldestwell-identified
magnetic
anomalyin the studyareais 34 and
that no real offsetoccursin it acrossthe LouisvilleRidge.

We comparethe locationsof the LouisvilleRidge and Eltanin Fracture Zone deduced from Seasat data and from avail-

able bathymetricdata in Figure 23. A closeagreementoccurs
betweenthe zero geoid slope (open circles)and the bathymetry peak on eight shipboard crossingsof the ridge. The
agreementis not as close,however,betweenthe peak slopes
(crosses)
and bathymetricoffsetson shipboardcrossingsof the
fracture zones.While the V3601 profile showslarge bathymetric variations(up to 2 km) at the intersectionof the geoid

Ridge continuesinto the offsetportion of the Eltanin Fracture
Zone system.In particular, the ridge extendssoutheastof its

southernmostextremitybasedon availableshipboardbathymetry data (43.6øS, 161.2øW) for a distance of at least 350 km.
Beyond a point given by 45.6øS, 156.7øW the extension of

the ridgeis lessclear,althoughthe availablebathymetricand
altimetricdata suggests
that it extendsinto the regionof the
EltaninFractureZone.Bathymetricdata on EL17 (Figure23)
showthat the ridge continuesinto the compartmentsepar-

peak associated with the Heezen Fracture Zone, neither the
C0806 nor EL17 profile shows prominent variations at the
intersectionof the Tharp Fracture Zone peak.
In a recentstudy in the Indian Ocean, Driscoll et al. [1984]

ating the Heezen and Tharp fracture zones as a number of
isolated"seamounts."
The most prominentof thesefeaturesare
located at 45.7øS, 155.7øW; 46.8øS, 153.2øW; and 47.4øS,

reportedthat it is quite commonfor peaksin the geoid slope
to be displacedby as much as 30 km from the bathymetric
offsetat fracturezones.A similar resultis seenin Figure 24 for
the Eltanin Fracture Zone system:the peak in the geoid slope
is displacedby up to 50 km over the shallower,youngerside

confirms the extensionof the ridge to 47.4øS and shows,in

to two large submarinevolcanoes.We suggest,therefore,that
although the ridge terminatesas a continuousfeatureat about

of the fracture

45.6øS, 157øW, it continues in the form of at least five isolated

zone offset.

One of the major conclusions that can be drawn from
Figure 23 is that on the basis of Seasat data, the Louisville

152.1øW.The Seasat-derived
gravity anomaly map (Plate 2)
addition,two well-definedgravity anomalyhighscenteredat
48øS,148.7øWand 50ø30'S,139øW.We attributethesehighs

seamounts

to as far south as about 50ø30'S.

On the basis of these results, the Scripp's Marathon ex-
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Fig. 21. The slope of the geoid anomaly along individual Seasatdescendingsubtracks(the deflection of the vertical) in
the vicinity of the Louisville Ridge. The crosses,which indicate identification of the peak in geoid slope along individual
satellitesubtracks,are interpreted as marking the location of major fracture zone offsets(seetext for discussion).The open
circles,which indicate identification of the zero geoid slope, are interpreted as marking the location of the crest of the
Louisville Ridge.The heavy arrows indicate the location of geoid slopeprofile AB in Figure 24.

pedition extendedits dredgingprogram so as to samplethe

cific, the Pacific plate being one of them (Figure 18). By maptwo seamounts inferred from Seasat data [Hawkins et al., ping lineated magnetic anomaly sequencesin the north and
1987]. Plate 2 clearly shows that the two "Seasat"seamounts central Pacific, Larson and Chase [1972] concluded that the
are alignedon an extensionof the LouisvilleRidgesystem.We other two plates in the system were the Farallon and Phoenix
therefore concur with Hawkins et al. [1987] that Marathon plates. Most of the Phoenix plate has since been subducted
samples6D-1 and 7D-1 (Table 5) are located on an extension beneath South America and what remains is shown in Figure
of the Louisville Ridge and that the zero-agevolcano at the 25 as the Aluk plate. Only fragments of the Farallon plate
southeastextremity of the ridge (7D-l) is the youngestsam- remain (Cocos,Rivera, Gorda, Juan de Fuca, and Nazca).
pled age along the ridge.
As we noted previously,the Eltanin Fracture Zone systemis
the largest single tectonic element in the southwest Pacific.
7. TECTONIC EVOLUTION
Molnar et al. [1975] suggestedthat anomalies32 and younger
The magneticbight (37øS,145øW)indicatesthat during the south of the fracture zone were generated at the Pacific/
Late Cretaceousa three-plate systemexistedin the South Pa- Antarctic plate boundary, whereas anomalies to the north
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areasin Figure19.

formedat the Pacific/Farallonplate boundary.Accordingto tham rise along the West Antarcticamargin.At anomaly34
Molnar et al. [1975] it was not until about anomaly32 time time (Figure 25b) the ridge migratedto a point oppositea
that the Phoenix plate in Larsonand Chase's[1972] three- hypotheticaltrench-trench
transform.At that point the ridge
plate schemecorresponded
to the Antarcticplate. Due to lack jumpedacrossNew Zealand,andNew Zealandbeganto sepaof data, however,Molnar et al. [1975] were not able to locate rate from Antarctica. This ridge jump closed off subduction
the actual Pacific,Antarctic,and Farallon Triple Junction.
north of New Zealand/Chathamrise and set up a Pacific,
Weissel et al. [1977] pointed out that the measured rate for Antarctica,and Aluk triple junction. The triple junction was
the Pacific/Farallonboundary(9-10 cm/yr) could not be ex- located at the developing Heezen Fracture Zone between
plained by the vector sum of rates for the Pacific Antarctic anomaly34 and 33 time, as evidencedby slowspreadingrates
and Antarctic/Farallonboundaries.In order to explain the of 4.0 cm/yr on the Pacific-Antarctica
ridgesouthof the Tharp
discrepancy,an additional plate is required which they re- Fracture Zone and in the compartment between Heezen and
ferredto as the Aluk plate. Weisselet al. [1977] proposedthat Tharp and by rates of 9.0 cm/yr on the Pacific-Alukridge
prior to anomaly 26 time (which correspondedto an abrupt north of Heezen (Figure 19). During anomaly 33-31 time
changeof spreadingrate in the southwestPacific)there were (Figure25c)the triplejunctionmay havemovedtemporarily
thereforetwo triple junctions:one involvingthe Pacific,Ant- to the southwestthereby creating the complex magnetic
arctic,and Aluk platesand the other the Pacific,Farallon, and anomaly patterns in the compartment between the Heezen
Aluk plates.
and Tharp fracturezones.By anomaly31 time the triplejuncThe plate tectonicmodel in Figure 25 illustratesthe pro- tion had reestablished itself at the Heezen Fracture Zone
posedmanner in which plate boundariesevolved in the vicin- whereit persisted
until aboutanomaly27 time.After anomaly
ity of the Eltanin FractureZone. Prior to anomaly 34 time 27 time the triple junction migratedto the northeast(Figure
(Figure 25a), the Pacific-Alukridge crest was spreadingat 25e)so that all threefracturezonecompartments
becamepart
about 10 cm/yr. Much of the Phoenix plate was consumedat of the Pacific-Antarcticaplate boundaryuntil at least anomaa subductionzoneextendingfrom north of New Zealand/Cha- ly 26 time. Betweenanomaly27 and 18 time a major plate
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Fig. 23. Comparison of predictedtrends of the crest of the Louisville Ridge (open circles)and Heezen and Tharp
fracturezones(crosses)
basedon Seasatsatelliteradar altimeterdata to bathymetrydata along availableship tracksin the
detailedmap area shownin Figures20 and 22. Note that where ship tracks crossthe LouisvilleRidge, there is an excellent
correspondence
betweenzero geoid slope(open circles)and the crestof the ridge. The correspondence
is not as closefor
the Heezen and Tharp fracture zones,in part becauseof lack of shipboarddata. The peak geoid slope(cross)appearsto be
locatedsystematically
to the southof the Tharp Fracture Zone ridge on EL17 and C0806 profilesby about 20 km. At the
Heezen Fracture Zone, however,the peak slopecorrelateswith a regionof rough,irregular topographyon V3601.

the South Pacific, these now involved the Pacific, Antarctica,

islands and seamounts. Most volcanic chains trend generally
WNW-ESW and were apparently formed over stationary hot
spots during the past 43 m.y. Another group of chains trend
approximately NNW-SSE and can be explained by the same

and Farallon plates and the Antarctic, Farallon, and Aluk

mechanism.

plates.
The radiometric agesreported in this paper suggestthat the

The hot spot hypothesis is readily tested since it predicts
that ages should progressively increase along a seamount
chain. Clague and Jarrard [1973] reviewed the available age
data from Pacific islands and concluded that while many of

reorganization occurred when a large fragment of the Pacific
plate was broken off and added to the Antarctic plate ['Cande
et al., 1982]. Although there were still two triple junctions in

Louisville Ridge was forming during this major reorganization. Flexural studies, however, suggest that the ridge was
emplacedin an off-ridge settingrather than on or near a ridge
crest. Thus, even though the ridge appears continuous with
the Heezen and Tharp fracture zone trends,it was emplacedin
the interior of the Pacific some distance (several hundred kilometers) from either of the two triple junctions.

8.

DISCUSSION

One of the most striking featuresof the Pacific Ocean basin
is the large number of relatively long linear chains of oceanic

the WNW-ESW

chains such as the Hawaiian, Kodiak-Bowie,

Marquesas, and Guadalupe showed an age progression, a
number of the NNW-SSE chains such as Emperor, MarshalGilbert, and Line islands did not. R. A. Duncan and D. A.
Clague (unpublished manuscript, 1987) reviewed the recent
age data and concluded that age progression also could be
discernedalong the Emperior and Line islandschains,thereby
supporting the hypothesis.
An alternative to the hot spot hypothesisis the propagating
crack or fracture hypothesis. This hypothesis predicts that
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Eltonin

Hawkins et al. [1987] would place the location of the hot spot
near the zero-age volcano, MTHN 7D-1 (Table 3), at the
southernextremity of the ridge (Plate 2). Figure 26 showsthat
when the agesin Table 3 are plotted as a function of position
from MTHN 7D-l, a clear progressioncan be seenalong the
ridge. If the Louisville hot spot is fixed in an absolutemotion
frame, then Figure 26 indicates that velocity of the Pacific
plate over the Louisville "hot spot" was about 6.4 cm/yr between 43 Ma and the present and about 6.0 cm/yr prior to 43
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Although the age progressionexhibited by the Louisville
Ridge is thereforecompatible with the fixed hot spot hypothesis,the publishedpoles of rotation for Pacific plate motion
are not able to adequately account for the detailed trend variations of the ridge (e.g., Plate 2). We attribute this difficulty to
the previous paucity of age and bathymetric data from the
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Fig. 24. Free air gravity anomaly, geoid slope and topography
profile of the Heezen and Tharp (Eltanin) fracture zones at longitude
150øE. The gravity anomaly and topography profile is based on CSS
Hudson cruise 68-5. The geoid slope was interpolated from measurements along nearby Seasat satellite radar altimeter tracks. The dashed
lines on the topography profile indicate theoretical depths based on
the identification of magnetic anomalies in Figures 18 and 19 and the
cooling plate model of Parsons and Sclater [1977]. The peak in the
geoid slope is displaced 10-35 km over the younger, upthrown side of
the fracture zones as inferred from the shipboard topography profile.
The zero free air gravity anomaly is similarly displaced but by a
smaller amount of 5-10 km. The profiles have been projected approximately normal to the local trend of the Eltanin Fracture Zone
system(azimuth: 032ø).

fractures in the lithosphere,due to preexistinglines of weakness or plate-edgeeffects,control linear volcanic chains. In
contrast to the hot spot hypothesis,this hypothesispredicts
that ageswill be generallysimilar along the length of a chain.
With the possible exception of the Easter Island/Sala y
Gomez-San Felix/San Ambrosio chain [Bonatti and Harrison,
1976], no linear chains in the Pacific have yet been satisfactorily explainedby this hypothesis.
Recently, a third hypothesishas been advanced [Okal and
Cazenave,1985] in which it is proposedthat the hot spot and
fracture

mechanisms

interact

to control

the location

of sea-

mount chains. According to this hypothesis,the Oeno-Ducie
volcanic line is a surfaceexpressionof the Tuamotu hot spot,
but its trace was deviated by about 15ø due to the effectsof a
young active fracture zone offsetting the East Pacific Rise
crest.This hypothesissuggeststhat hot spot and fracture zone
systemsmay have some influenceon the kinematicsof each
other.

In this section, we examine the hot spot origin for the
Louisville Ridge in the light of the new bathymetric, gravity,
geoid, and age data.
One of the predictions of the hot spot hypothesisis that
ages should progressivelyincrease from southeast to the
northwestalong the ridge. Our studies,togetherwith thoseof

southern Pacific. We therefore have fit age and bathymetric
data from the Louisville Ridge using a modified set of stage
rotation polesfor Pacific plate motion during the Tertiary.
A similar modified set of poles has been used by Lonsdale
[this issue], who show it is consistent with Sea Beam data
collected along the crest of the ridge. In addition, we show
that both the Louisville Ridge and the Hawaiian-Emperor
seamount .chain can be fit by the same modified poles, implying that the two hot spots have, in fact, been stationary with
respectto one another since65 Ma.
The ages, together with gravity and magnetic evidence,
allow us to speculate on the tectonic setting of the Louisville
Ridge. We conclude that the present-day ridge formed after
the major offset developed on the Eltanin transform fault from
60 to 80 Ma. From 60 to 28 Ma the Louisville Ridge developed more or lesscontinuously on oceanic crust with little or
no offset. Flexural studies(Table 5) indicate this ridge segment
formed on 12-55 Ma oceanic crust. By 28 Ma, the distance
between hot spot and ridge crest had decreasedsufficientlyfor
the ridge to be emplaced on an offset portion of the old fracture zone. Existing flexural studiescannot accuratelyconstrain
the tectonic setting of seamount emplacement,but the results
in Table 5 are in accord with the Louisville ridge segment
formed during 28-12 Ma being emplaced on oceanic crust at
least as old as 25 Ma. Since about 20 Ma, however, volcanism

waned, so that volcano building was limited to a few isolated
seamounts.These seamountsextend into the compartment between the Heezen and Tharp fracture zones and appear to
cross the Heezen. Figure 26 shows that the isolated seamounts
generally align along the Louisville hot spot trace.
According to the modified set of rotation poles in Figure 26
the Louisville hot spot is presently located at about 51ø50'S,
139ø30'W, 1500 km from the East Pacific Rise crest and close
to a "fossil" offset of the Heezen Fracture Zone. Inspection of
residual depth anomaly (observed minus expected depths
based on thermal age) maps of the southwest Pacific [e.g.,
Menard and Dorrnan, 1977; Crough, 1983] show a depth
anomaly high of about 600 m centered in the vicinity of the
hot spot. The magnitude of this depth anomaly is in accord
with the resultsof this study, which suggestunusually shallow
depths along the southern part of the ridge (Figure 2) which
continue to at least the latitude of the Hudson crossingof the
Eltanin Fracture Zone system (Figure 24). As Plate 2 shows,
the Louisville hot spot appears to have a depth anomaly high
similar to other midplate hot spots in the Pacific. We caution,
however, that there are presently too little magnetic and
bathymetric data available for this region for us to determine
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Fig. 25. Configuration
of the continental
fragments
(shaded)
and major plateboundaries
in the southwest
Pacific
regionduringpre-anomaly
34 (80-90Ma) to anomaly26 (60 Ma) time.The configuration
assumes
thattherehasbeenno
relative movement between East and West Antarctica and that Antarctica has remained fixed in its present geographic

position.All rotationswereperformed
with respectto Antarcticausingfiniterotationpolescompiledfrom magnetic
lineationpatternsin theTasmanbasinandthePacificbasinsouthof New Zealandby Weissel
et al. [1977].Thelengthsof
divergent
arrowsat divergent
plateboundaries
indicatespreading
rates.Heavydotslabeled"T,""H,"and "U" locatethe
Tharp,Heezen,andUdintsezfracturezones,respectively.
The "V" indicates
theapproximate
locationof volcanic
activity
alongthe LouisvilleRidgeassuming
that the ridgeat 27.5øSis about60 m.y.old (Figure26),that it formedon oceanic
lithosphere
about35m.y.old(Table5),andthat it islocatedapproximately
on an extension
of theTharpFractureZone.

The continuity of the ridge and fracture zone therefore remains enigmatic.It may be a coincidence:a consequenceof a
The continuityin smoothtrend of the Louisville Ridge and large amount of hot spot activity in the Pacific, a center of
Eltanin Fracture Zone suggeststhat some relationship exists whichjust happensto line up with one of the Pacific'slargest
betweenthem. Magnatism on the ridge does not appear, how- fracture zone systems.Alternately, there is some fundamental
ever, to have been"captured"by the developingEltanin Frac- processlinking the kinematicsof the ridge and fracture zone
ture Zone. A majority of the ridge did not form on an offset. with each other. Clearly, more data will be required to solve
Moreover, soon after the magmatism reached an offset por- this problem in the future. Of particular interest will be geo-

with any reliability either the bathymetryor pattern of depth
anomalies associatedwith the Louisville hot spot.

tion of the fracture zone, it waned. Thus contrary to the predictions of Okal and Cazenave [1985], the development of the

logicaland geophysical
datafrom the southernextremityof
theridge,in thevicinityof theLouisvillehot spot.Thisregion,

of thisproblem
ridgeappears
to havebeenlittleinfluenced
bythethermal
and we believe,holdsthe key to our understanding
mechanical regime of the Eltanin Fracture Zone.

aswellasotheraspects
of thekinematicsof the PacificOcean.
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Fig. 26. Comparison of trend of Louisville Ridge based on bathymetry (heavy dots) and geoid slopes(hatched line) to
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